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In brief 

The 2017 tax reform act (the Act) has intertwined S corporation ‘reasonable compensation’ with the new 

Section 199A deduction in that the amount of compensation paid to S corporation shareholder-

employees can impact the extent to which the Section 199A deduction is allowed. As a result, the IRS 

may increase its focus in both areas, especially in the context of smaller S corporations. In response, S 

corporations and their shareholder-employees may want to take an integrated approach to analyzing 

reasonable compensation and the Section 199A deduction. 

 

In detail 

Section 199A basics 

Section 199A, as enacted by the 

Act, allows individuals to claim a 

deduction of up to 20% of 

combined qualified business 

income (QBI) from a 

partnership, S corporation, sole 

proprietorship, trust, or estate. 

Recent regulations and other 

guidance clarify how the Section 

199A deduction is implemented. 

The deduction applies in tax 

years beginning after December 

31, 2017, and before January 1, 

2026. 

Combined qualified business 

income 

Combined QBI is (1) QBI, plus 

(2) qualified real estate 

investment trust (REIT) 

dividends and qualified publicly 

traded partnership (PTP) 

income. 

Qualified business income 

QBI generally is the net amount 

of qualified items of income, 

gain, loss, and deduction of 

each qualified trade or business 

of a taxpayer. A qualified item 

must be effectively connected 

with the conduct of a qualified 

trade or business in the United 

States. QBI does not include 

certain items, including 

investment-type income (e.g., 

capital gains or losses, 

dividends, and non-business 

interest income), amounts 

received from an annuity other 

than in connection with a trade 

or business, certain items 

described in Section 954, and 

items of deduction or loss 

properly allocable to these 

items. It also does not include 

reasonable compensation paid 

by S corporations to 

shareholder-employees. 

Qualified trade or business 

A qualified trade or business 

generally is any business other 

than a specified service trade or 

business (SSTB) or the 

performance of services as an 

employee. An SSTB is any 

trade or business that involves 

(1) the performance of services 

in the fields of health, law, 

accounting, actuarial services, 

performing arts, consulting, 

athletics, financial services, or 

brokerage services; (2) services 

such as investing and 

investment management or 

trading or dealing in securities, 

partnership interests, or 

commodities; or 
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(3) a principal asset of reputation or 

skill of one or more of its employees.  

Generally allowable deduction 

The amount of the Section 199A 

deduction generally is the lesser of (1) 

up to 20% of the QBI from the 

individual’s trades or businesses plus 

20% of combined qualified REIT 

dividends and qualified PTP income, 

or (2) 20% of the excess of taxable 

income over net capital gain. The 

amount of the deduction may be 

limited by special rules applicable to 

higher-income taxpayers.  

Potentially applicable limitations 

The two notable rules that may apply 

to higher-income taxpayers are (1) the 

SSTB limitation and (2) the W-2 

wages/UBIA limitation. 

If the SSTB limitation applies (see 

qualified trade or business discussion 

above), income from the SSTB is not 

QBI. 

The W-2 wages/UBIA limitation may 

reduce the amount of otherwise 

deductible QBI to the greater of (1) 

50% of the individual’s allocable share 

of W-2 wages paid by the qualified 

trade or business, or (2) the sum of 

(a) 25% of the individual’s allocable 

share of W-2 wages and (b) 2.5% of 

the unadjusted basis immediately 

after acquisition (UBIA) of qualified 

property. In general, qualified property 

is tangible property that is (1) of a 

character subject to depreciation that 

is held by, and available for use in, a 

trade or business at the close of the 

tax year; (2) used at any point during 

the tax year in the production of QBI; 

and (3) property for which the 

depreciable period has not ended 

before the close of the tax year.  

These limitations do not apply to 

taxpayers with taxable income below 

the threshold amounts in 2018 of 

$315,000 for a married couple filing a 

joint return or $157,500 for all other 

taxpayers. The limitations are phased 

in over the next $100,000 for joint 

filers (up to $415,000) or over the next 

$50,000 for all others (up to 

$207,500). Above those amounts the 

limitations apply fully. The threshold 

amounts will be adjusted for inflation 

in tax years beginning after 2018. 

How are Section 199A and 

reasonable compensation 

intertwined? 

Section 199A and reasonable 

compensation paid to S corporation 

shareholder-employees are 

intertwined for two main reasons, both 

of which are discussed below.  

First, a shareholder-employee may 

not include reasonable compensation 

received from an S corporation in the 

shareholder-employee’s QBI. 

However, the S corporation deducts 

reasonable compensation in 

computing its QBI. Thus, on the one 

hand, the shareholder-employee may 

not increase the shareholder-

employee’s QBI in computing the 

Section 199A deduction for 

reasonable compensation received, 

and, on the other hand, the 

reasonable compensation decreases 

the amount of QBI the S corporation 

reports to the shareholder-employee. 

In other words, the payment of 

reasonable compensation reduces the 

S corporation’s QBI with no 

corresponding increase in the 

shareholder-employee’s QBI. The 

following example illustrates these 

consequences. 

Simplified Example 1 

Facts. C, an unmarried individual, is a 

100% owner of S Corporation X. 

Corporation X has a single trade or 

business. In 2018, Corporation X pays 

C $50,000 in reasonable 

compensation and has $100,000 of 

QBI, which it reports to C. Corporation 

X pays no other wages and has no 

qualified property. C’s taxable income 

less net capital gain is $150,000. C 

has no qualified REIT dividends or 

qualified PTP income. 

Conclusion. Corporation X’s QBI is 

$100,000 after it deducts the 

reasonable compensation in 

computing QBI. The $50,000 of 

compensation is not QBI to C. 

Therefore, C takes into account only 

$100,000 of QBI in computing the 

Section 199A deduction. If 

Corporation X had not paid the 

reasonable compensation to C, the 

$50,000 would have increased C’s 

QBI to $150,000. 

Observation: Compensation paid by 

an S corporation to a shareholder-

employee may result in a smaller 

Section 199A deduction because it 

reduces the amount of QBI reported 

to the shareholder-employee. No 

limitations apply to C; therefore, C’s 

Section 199A deduction is $20,000 

($100,000 x 20%).  

Simplified Example 2 

Facts. The facts are the same as in 

Example 1, except C’s taxable income 

less net capital gain is $100,000 due 

to other unrelated facts and 

circumstances. 

Conclusion. C’s Section 199A 

deduction is limited to the lesser of 

20% of C’s QBI or 20% of C’s taxable 

income less net capital gain. C’s 

taxable income limit is $20,000. 

Therefore, whether Corporation X 

pays no reasonable compensation to 

C and computes $150,000 of QBI or 

pays $50,000 and computes $100,000 

of QBI does not affect the amount of 

C’s Section 199A deduction, which 

may not exceed $20,000. 

The other interaction between the 

payment of reasonable compensation 

and a shareholder-employee’s 

Section 199A deduction relates to the 

application of the W-2 wages/UBIA 

limitation. Reasonable compensation 

qualifies as W-2 wages and its 
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payment increases the W-2 

wages/UBIA limitation for a taxpayer 

above the taxable income threshold. 

Thus, although payment of 

reasonable compensation reduces the 

S corporation’s QBI, it also can 

mitigate the effect of the W-2 

wages/UBIA limitation on the amount 

of QBI the shareholder-employee may 

take into account.   

Simplified Example 3 

Facts. A and B, married individuals, 

jointly and equally own 100% of S 

Corporation Z. In 2018, Corporation Z 

generates $10 million of QBI from one 

trade or business, which is computed 

taking into account $250,000 of 

reasonable compensation paid to 

each of A and B. Including the 

reasonable compensation of 

$500,000, the total taxable income of 

A and B is $10.5 million. Corporation 

Z has total W-2 wages, including the 

reasonable compensation paid to A 

and B, of $2 million and has no 

qualified property. A and B have no 

qualified REIT dividends or qualified 

PTP income. 

Conclusion. Because taxable income 

is above $415,000, the QBI of A and 

B is fully subject to the W-2 wages 

limitation. Their QBI of $10 million is 

limited to 50% of the $2 million W-2 

wages Corporation Z paid, or $1 

million. If Corporation Z had not paid 

the $500,000 of reasonable 

compensation, its QBI would have 

been $10.5 million, but it would have 

paid only $1.5 million in W-2 wages. 

Thus, A and B’s QBI would have been 

limited to 50% of $1.5 million, or 

$750,000. 

Observation: If shareholder-

employee compensation in Example 3 

was increased by $100,000 for both A 

and B (i.e., total increase of 

$200,000), then their QBI taken into 

account in computing the Section 

199A deduction would increase by 

50% of $200,000, or $100,000. 

Regardless of the amount of any 

increase, total compensation 

ultimately paid to each shareholder-

employee must be reasonable. 

Observation: Taxpayers also must 

consider the implications of factors 

unrelated to Section 199A (e.g., 

incremental payroll taxes that may be 

due with any additional 

compensation). Although S 

corporation shareholder-employee 

compensation is subject to federal 

and state employment taxes, 

distributive shares of income and any 

distributions are not. Therefore, 

receiving distributions from the 

Accumulated Adjustments Account in 

lieu of a salary generally has resulted 

in less overall tax. Section 199A may 

change historical shareholder-

employee preferences regarding 

compensation, as illustrated in the 

examples. 

Observation: The lack of a bright-line 

test for evaluating the reasonableness 

of S corporation shareholder-

employee compensation has led to a 

broad spectrum of tax positions, some 

of which the IRS has considered 

inappropriate. Section 199A may 

further highlight the uncertainty in this 

area. As noted in the preamble to the 

final regulations, the IRS and 

Treasury declined to add rules 

providing guidance on the definition of 

reasonable compensation.  

How can S corporations implement 

Section 199A planning while 

managing reasonable 

compensation requirements? 

Although an integrated approach to 

compliance and planning associated 

with reasonable compensation and 

the Section 199A deduction may be 

ideal, S corporations may want to 

consider determining the amount of 

compensation to pay their 

shareholder-employees before 

analyzing the Section 199A deduction 

to reduce the risk of the Section 199A 

analysis improperly influencing the 

reasonable compensation analysis.   

S corporations and their shareholder-

employees also may want to consider 

Section 199A planning strategies that 

are unrelated to shareholder-

employee compensation. 

The takeaway 

The Act has intertwined S corporation 

‘reasonable compensation’ with the 

new Section 199A deduction in that 

(1) an S corporation deducts 

reasonable compensation in 

computing its QBI, but the reasonable 

compensation does not provide a 

corresponding increase in the 

shareholder-employee’s QBI, and (2) 

reasonable compensation constitutes 

W-2 wages and may increase the W-2 

wages/UBIA limitation and QBI taken 

into account with respect to a 

shareholder-employee above the 

taxable income threshold amount, 

and, thus, may increase the amount of 

the Section 199A deduction. S 

corporations and their shareholder-

employees should analyze the impact 

of these factors on their specific facts 

and circumstances as they work 

through compliance obligations and 

planning opportunities with respect to 

the Section 199A deduction. 

Additional resources 

For additional information about the 

Section 199A deduction, please refer 

to the following PwC Tax Insights: 

Tax readiness: Issues under the final 

Section 199A regulations (February 

19, 2019) 

Final regulations provide guidance on 

the Section 199A passthrough 

deduction (February 1, 2019) 

Tax reform readiness: Deeper dive on 

Section 199A proposed regulations 

(October 16, 2018) 

Proposed regulations under Section 

199A provide guidance on specified 

service trades or businesses 

(September 25, 2018) 

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-tax-readiness-issues-under-final-section-199a-regulations.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-tax-readiness-issues-under-final-section-199a-regulations.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/final-regulations-on-the-section-199a-passthrough-deduction.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/final-regulations-on-the-section-199a-passthrough-deduction.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/final-regulations-on-the-section-199a-passthrough-deduction.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-tax-reform-readiness-deeper-dive-section-199a-proposed-regs.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-tax-reform-readiness-deeper-dive-section-199a-proposed-regs.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-section-199a-regulations-specified-service-trade-or-business.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-section-199a-regulations-specified-service-trade-or-business.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tax-services/publications/insights/assets/pwc-section-199a-regulations-specified-service-trade-or-business.pdf
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Tax reform readiness: Understanding 

the Section 199A proposed 

regulations (September 10, 2018) 

Proposed regulations provide 

guidance on computing the Section 

199A deduction (September 5, 2018) 

Highlights of Section 199A proposed 

regulations providing complex 

computational, other rules (August 14, 

2018) 
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Let’s talk   

For a deeper discussion of how these tax issues might affect your business, please contact one of the PwC professionals 

listed below, or your local PCS contact: 

Private Company Services 

Joe Gomez, Los Angeles, CA 
(213) 356-6454 
joseph.h.gomez@pwc.com 

Gregg Muresan, Cleveland, OH 
(216) 875-3504 
gregg.g.muresan@pwc.com 
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Horacio Sobol, Washington, DC 
(202) 312-7656 
horacio.sobol@pwc.com 
 

 

Federal Tax Services 

 
George Manousos, Washington, DC 
(202) 414-4317 
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Brad White, Los Angeles, CA 
(213) 356-6148 
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